


Tape London is an exceptional space consisting of over 3,750 sq. feet over 
one level, with a capacity of 400. 

Tape is a venue unlike anywhere else. The best staff, the best production 
team, the best designers. Our world class sound system is unlike anything 

you’ll hear elsewhere and completely unrivalled in the London club scene. A 
fully customisable lighting setup brings this unique sound to life, providing a 

dynamic range of options to take any event to the next level. 
Boasting a must-see private members lounge and a professional grade 

recording studio on site, it’s no surprise that Tape has become a regular 
event space for the likes of Sony Music, MTV and leading fashion brands, 
whilst becoming a popular hangout spot for stars such as Rihanna, Justin 

Bieber and Leonardo DiCaprio. 



Tape London has a versatile and dynamic layout with 
moveable features, a fully digitalised photo booth, state of 
the art sound system and adaptable lighting. The venue can 
accommodate up to 300 guests and is perfect for screenings, 
live music performances, fashion runways and much more 
with a dedicated team ready to take on an array of events.



Tape Members Club is Mayfair’s newest private venue, celebrating 
elite music talent from around the globe in a sleek space soaked in 
music heritage with carefully curated artwork and memorabilia 
adorning its walls. The venue boasts a state of the art recording 

studio with the best equipment available. Members have the 
opportunity to relax and network with likeminded creatives in an 
exclusive yet welcoming environment. Masterclasses, events and 

the music industry roots that make Tape so unique are what 
awaits each individual to walk through the doors of the exclusive 

Tape Members Club. 



The SSL mixing/recording studio, created by world-renowned 
Munro Acoustics Ltd is available to clients 24/7. The studio is 

kitted out with the very best equipment available. Tape London is 
privileged and honoured to have the iconic two-time Grammy 

award winning producer Dallas Austin who has worked 
withAretha Franklin, Michael Jackson, Madonna, Gwen Stefani, 

George Michael, Rihanna and many more) working with us around 
the clock. Tape Studio offers a complete recording and production 

experience with an in-house technician and extensive range of 
equipment and tech on offer. 



This extraordinary property which sleeps up to twenty four 
is available to use in conjunction with events at Tape London. 

It’s modern elements are highlighted in an abundance of 
natural daylight. The stunning accommodation, once used for 

The Apprentice provides the perfect setting for corporate 
away-days, private dinner parties, workshops, masterclasses 

and screenings.



With Tape, the show stopping events never stop. We can take 
our team of experts anywhere in the world to create the most 

unique and spectacular celebrations. Tape London are very 
proud to have ongoing partnerships with the likes of 

Formula One, Gumball 3000, the BRIT Awards and Capital 
FM. 



Our event management specialists at Tape London promise to 
make you feel at ease throughout the whole planning 

process, ensuring the creation of the most memorable bespoke 
events. 

Tape London provides comprehensive design services with 
specific and detailed concepts. We offer an in house 

production team who can provide full photography and 
videography packages along with live streaming and social 

media coverage of the event.
With our dedicated and multi-talented team, the options are 

endless. 



A few canapé examples... 
Forest Cappuccino, wild mushroom tea, parmesan and parsnip foam, shaved truffle and pickled 

walnut sprinkles 
Seafood Cocktail, baby gem cup, lobster and avocado salad, lobster bisque Marie Rose 

Chicken and Chorizo lollipops, minced chicken breast, chorizo, red pepper emulsion 

A few bowl food examples... 
Two Mushroom Risotto, sous-vide duck yolk, St Georges mushroom risotto, ceps, Way Valley 

asparagus, parmesan tuile, truffle oil 
Taste of the Sea, wild seabass, deep fried oyster, crispy nori, lemon potato cylinders, roasted radish, 

chardonnay foam, sea water pearls, foraged sea vegetables 
Lamb, Peas and Greens, 18 hr braised lamb shoulder, lamb cutlet, potato fondant, pea and mint 

mousse, spinach, broad beans, pea shoots, lamb jus 

Tape London happily work in partnership with Jimmy Garcia Catering. Jimmy 
and his team creates unique dishes that are as visually stunning as they are 

mouth-wateringly delicious. 



Drinks packages can be tailored to suit your budget. Our talented 
mixologists can work with you to create a bespoke cocktail menu 
for your event or we can simply put together a range of wines, 

beers, sparkling and spirits for every guest to enjoy.



Please contact 
emily@tapemembers.com
to start your exciting 

journey with us.

17 Hanover Square 
London
W1S 1HU 

+44 (0) 207 659 9080 


